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As a successful Revenue Leader, being ahead of the curve is imperative  

to beating your competition and maximizing revenue. You’ve likely  

heard of the rise of Conversation Intelligence (CI) over the past few years.  

Today, introducing AI-enabled tech to better support your teams is a must, 

not just a nice to have. These platforms are key to understanding the ins 

and outs of the relationships that drive your revenue, and help  

you build a world-class customer experience.

In this guide, we’ll cover:

• What CI is and how it can help you build a predictable revenue engine 

• The role that AI plays in delivering intelligent CI insights

• Features and functionality to look for in a leading CI platform

• How CI technology can support everyone in your Revenue organization

• Indicators that it might be time to invest in CI technology

Now, let’s get started by decoding some 
of these AI & CI basics...
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Introduction



BUYING CI:  
WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
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Some vendors specialize in capturing and transcribing calls and meetings. This is known 
as call recording, and some vendors focus solely on this feature. While call recording 

is incredibly important, it’s not the same as CI because it doesn’t provide any AI-based 

insights, analytics, or recommendations. It leaves all the heavy lifting up to you.

Maybe you’ve already heard a lot about Conversation Intelligence (aka CI), or maybe only a little. 

Either way, this guide will help you understand how CI can revolutionize your Revenue team. 

CI allows you to capture and analyze all customer interactions to gain a complete picture of 

what’s happening in your customer relationships. These insights are crucial to driving predictable 

revenue and outcomes at scale. 

Let’s break this down further. CI can help your Revenue organization:

CAPTURE CUSTOMER INTERACTIONS: 
Most CI vendors will capture calls, meetings, emails, and support tickets. All of these touchpoints 

along the customer journey are considered customer interactions. 

CI solutions should be able to capture conversations from calls and meetings effectively and 

provide accurate transcripts.
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What is CI Anyway?

GAIN A COMPLETE PICTURE OF THE CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP: 
With one system capturing the entire customer relationship — from the first cold call through 

renewal — you can enjoy a deeper understanding of each relationship status. 

CI lets you get ahead of opportunities or potential risks and pitfalls by knowing if the right 

stakeholders are involved in a deal, whether reps are discussing the right topics, and how your 

customer relationships are evolving over time. 
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DRIVE PREDICTABLE REVENUE  
AND OUTCOMES AT SCALE: 
Generally, CI solutions focus on providing insights across  

three main categories:  

1. Team performance insights 

2. Deal and/or account insights 

3. Market insights

By deeply understanding the voice of the rep, market and customer, 

and combining all these insights you can influence all core areas of 

your business. Know what’s working and what’s not to impact your 

team’s performance, deal and/or account progression to maximize 

revenue, as well as infuse Voice of the Customer insights into every 

decision your organzion makes — from crafting your product roadmap 

to building new competitive collateral.

Depending on whether the CI solution provides only activity-based 

metrics, or AI-based insights as well, you’ll have different options  

for using the data. 

Hang on, what about Revenue Intelligence? 

Great question! Revenue Intelligence (RI) is basically CI, but focused 

on optimizing the deal and account insights use case for sales 

teams. You’ll miss out (either completely or at least partially) on 

performance and market insights if you only select an RI solution.

What’s all this talk about AI?
AI, or artificial intelligence, has become something of a hype word.  

It seems like every sales or revenue tool has some form of  

AI nowadays. So, let’s take a closer look at what it’s all about.

We like this simple definition of AI*: Artificial intelligence is a 

constellation of many different technologies working together to 

enable machines to sense, comprehend, act, and learn with 
human-like levels of intelligence.

There are very basic versions of AI, such as sales tools capturing next 

steps based on keywords. However, there are also more sophisticated 

models and algorithms, like machine learning (ML) or natural language 

processing (NLP), that enable the tech to understand the context of 

what is being said.

While on the surface you’re still capturing next steps, NLP (unlike 

simple AI) could discern the difference between “I’m going to the 

dentist at 2 p.m.” and “I’ll set up a follow-up meeting for 2 p.m.” 

So, the more sophisticated the AI that’s powering your CI platform,  

the better your insights and recommendations will be. 

Source: Accenture.com

Artificial
Intelligence

Chorus is at the center  
of deep ML & NLP

Machine 
Learning

NN
NPL
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We generally see CI having an impact for revenue teams and their 
larger organizations across three key areas: 

DRIVING TEAM  
PERFORMANCE
CI can help you increase team performance, 

sales effectiveness, and process efficiency — 

and enable your team to focus on revenue-

generating activities instead of mundane tasks.

Outcomes you can expect include: 

• Identifying and replicating winning behaviors

• Up-leveling team skills

• Reducing new-hire ramp time

• Driving process methodology  

and adherence
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Many leading revenue organizations adopt CI because they recognize the importance of deal visibility and understanding their 

team’s performance through insights tied directly to outcomes. 

CI allows revenue teams to bring their A-game against their biggest competitors while also meeting the evolving needs of their 

customers. Top teams understand the pitfalls of not making AI and data-driven insights a vital part of their everyday operations. 

How can CI help me and my team? 

MAXIMIZING REVENUE 
& PREVENTING RISKS
With CI, you’ll always know whether your team  

is focusing on activities that will move the 

needle. You’ll gain clear visibility into what’s 

stalling or progressing your organization’s 

revenue growth, allowing you to forecast more 

confidently & accurately.

Outcomes you can expect include: 

• Mitigating deal or churn risks

• Understanding deal momentum and health

• Guaranteeing relationship continuity

• Getting complete and unbiased CRM data

" When doing deal reviews  
and pipeline forecasts,  
I need to feel confident that 
I’m accurately projecting our 
closed-won opportunities. 
Chorus has been a game-
changer for me and enables 
me to confidently position my 
work to all of our executive 
leadership."

   Michaela Downs 

   Head of Sales Operations, Benchling
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MAKING BETTER STRATEGIC DECISIONS
CI also lets you bring the voice of the customer (VOC) into every decision you make, 

so you can validate assumptions and create actionable strategies for revenue growth 

— and enable customer obsession throughout your organization. 

Outcomes you can expect include: 

• Understanding shifting market dynamics

• Gaining competitive insights (and getting ahead of other contenders)

• Making data-driven roadmap decisions

• Using the VOC to inform messaging and content

" We mainly use Chorus.ai in our sales organization to train sales 
reps with their messaging, overcoming obstacles, and to analyze 
follow-up questions and next steps. We're particularly fond of 
the option to tag certain phrases and use that to pick out points 
when our competitors are brought into the conversation.”

   Eli Kenan 

   Sales Director, MNTN
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= Brilliant Customer Relationships 
& Predictable Revenue

Mitigate Deal Risks
Understand Deal Health & Momentum

Improved Forecasting
Replicate Winning Behavious

Complete & Unbiased CRM Data

= Higher Quota Attainment

Better Meeting Prep
Comprehensive Follow-Ups

Cross-Functional Collaboration
Improved Performance

= Higher Win Rates

More Impactful Coaching & Training
Prioritize Training Curriculums

Training & Methodology Adherence
Measure Enablement ROI

= Reduced Time to Productivity

Seamless Handoffs
Faster Customer Onboarding

Proactively Identify Up-Sells & Risks
Replicate Top Performers

= Lower Churn Rates

Understand Shifting Market Dynamics
Gain Competitive Insights

Data-Driven Roadmap Decisions
Leverage VOC in Messaging & Content

= Better Strategic Decision-Making

Better Qualification
Talk Track Adherence & Success

Impactful Coaching
Smooth AW Handoffs

= More Meetings Booked

CRO

Sales Leaders

Revenue Enablement Customer Success  
& Implementation Cross-Functional Teams

Sales DevelopmentAccount Executives

Depending on which team you sit on and what your goals are, you may focus more on one of the three value drivers outlined above. 

Here’s how we’ve seen our customers make the most of CI across their entire Revenue organization:

Broad ROI across office of the CRO
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Now that you understand the importance of CI, how do you actually evaluate the different vendors and solutions out there?  

Generally, prospective buyers should assess each vendor across the following five areas: 

1. AI capabilities and the underlying technology foundation 

2. Reporting and analytics capabilities

3. Ability to integrate with your existing tech stack

4. Ability to adapt to the unique needs of your entire revenue team — for example, business development reps (BDRs) vs. account executives (AEs)

5. Professional services and customer support provided

What features and functionalities should  
my CI platform of choice have?

In addition to the above mentioned general value drivers, there are also some key features and functionalities you’ll want to look out for. 

Table Stakes Advanced Features (& Must-Haves if you ask us!)

   Automatic call recording or call importing 

   Transcription

   Keyword search

   Keyword trackers

   Activity dashboards

   Filtering (e.g. by rep, date, deal stage)

   Speaker identification 

   Integrates with CRM systems

   GDPR and SOC II compliance

   AI-based trackers that detect topics with utmost precision

   Ability to customize trackers

   Analytics tied back to deal progression and/or outcomes

   Ability to create custom views based on filters

   Same room / same line speaker separation 

   Complete view of deal and account relationship 

   Custom field and custom object creation in CRM

   Proactive AI-based coaching and deal recommendations 

   Ability to view CI insights where you work (e.g. CRM)
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While this all sounds quite simple, the devil is in the details. That’s why we created this handy question bank 

to help guide you when evaluating different CI vendors. 

Questions to ask while evaluating  
Conversation Intelligence (CI) vendors

UNDERSTAND THE UNDERLYING TECHNOLOGY
Start by understanding each vendor's approach to building their underlying AI-layer. 

Some vendors have built and trained their AI models & algorithms in-house to reduce 

false positives and increase accuracy. Others have chosen to outsource this crucial step. 

What's the difference? Typically outsourced models won't be trained on the same fidelity 

of data. This means that the AI models can detect next steps, but they might not be able 

to distinguish between "I'm going to the dentist at 2pm" vs. "I'll schedule a follow-up 

call for 2pm." Chorus has analyzed over 40 Million sales calls to optimize our insights.

KNOW WHAT TYPE OF TRACKERS ARE USED
There are two types of trackers commonly used by vendors: keyword and AI based 

trackers. Keyword trackers can only recognize exact words or sentences. AI-based 

trackers can understand the context and surface general themes, such as next steps, 

pricing discussions, and objection handling. AI-based trackers learn your exact business 

language ang get smarter over time. Keyword trackers will surface the same results, 

regardless of how many calls you’ve logged.

CONSIDER ASKING: 

• How are your AI models trained? 

• What's the data volume used  

to train your models?

CONSIDER ASKING: 

• Do your trackers rely on keyword mentions?

• How many out of the box trackers are included?

• Can I easily add/remove and customize trackers?
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ENSURE YOUR CHOSEN PLATFORM WILL  
GIVE YOU ACTIONABLE INSIGHTS
Consider what analytics are important for you, then find out what type of analytics are 

offered by each vendor. There are different approaches. Some vendors focus more on 

surfacing data points while others go a step further and tie the insights to outcomes.  

At Chorus, every insight category is tied to an outcome, so you know if a certain skill or 

topic can be tied to win/loss or deal stage progression. With this, you will know how certain 

competitor mentions or feature requests are impacting your win rates. Another thing to 

consider is where you want to consume these insights which could inform the types of 

integrations you will want to ask about. 

DISCOVER WHAT TYPES OF PERSONALIZED  
EXPERIENCES ARE OFFERED
Understand if a vendor’s platform supports the entire revenue team or only parts of 

it. Some vendors have specifically designed their platform around one group, such as 

account executives or BDRs. Others have built platforms that support the entire revenue 

team. Chorus provides users personalized experiences based on their roles & goals. 

CHECK FOR INTEGRATIONS WITH YOUR EXISTING TOOLS
From surfacing competitive mentions to receiving product feedback directly from the voice 

of the customer, there will be insights and conversations you’ll want to share. Make sure to 

look for a vendor with a bi-directional connection that pulls and pushes data, and has a simple 

process for sharing customer interactions in order to fully integrate into your existing tools, 

such as your organization’s CRM, Email, Calendar, Dialer, Workflow Automation, BI platforms. 

CONSIDER ASKING: 

• Can your platform tie skills and conversation topics to  

deal outcomes? If so, how?

• What type of analytics categories are available to me? 

• Can I personalize my analytics dashboard?

• Will I be able to push these CI insights into other  
platforms either via API or direct integration?

• Can topics be tied and automatically toggled  
to stage progression, not just win rate?

CONSIDER ASKING: 

• Does your platform have different views and settings 

depending on the end users role (e.g. BDR  vs. AE)?

• Can I adjust my recordings or deals views to drill into 

specific teams, deal stages, reps and more? 

• Can I track methodology or process adherence  

through your platform? 

CONSIDER ASKING: 

• Can I view CI insights directly inside my CRM?

• Can I easily share call snippets and set relevant  

permissions for sharing outside my organization?

• What third-party integrations does your platform support?
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UNDERSTAND THE USABILITY OF YOUR CHOSEN PLATFORM
When purchasing any new technology, you want to understand the usability. Some platforms 

are more complex and require additional time to learn how to properly use them.  

This should not be a barrier for internal adoption. Ensure your revenue team will take 

advantage of the latest features by understanding the standard onboarding processes and 

what support you’ll receive to prove return on investment with your CI technology. 

IDENTIFY SUPPORT BEFORE IT’S NEEDED
It’s important to work with a vendor that has an established support system. 

Understand what types of resources are available to you, such as a dedicated 

Customer Success Manager or a learning platform to ensure your frontline teams can 

make the most of the system. 

CONSIDER ASKING: 

• How long does it usually take to onboard a team?

• How will you help me prove the ROI of the platform?

CONSIDER ASKING: 

• Will I have a dedicated CS manager at no extra cost?

• How often are EBRs conducted?

• Does CS build out custom training and adoption plans?
Lastly, think about how the vendor will complement your org’s overall strategy 

and culture. Is social responsibility important, for example? Then talk to your 

shortlisted vendors about their efforts in this space. 

Why does transcription quality matter?  

Transcription quality can impact the quality of results you can expect from your chosen CI platform. Consider these two, hypothetical,  

transcribed sentences from a sales call:

• “Great! And I’ll follow up in two days about setting up a meeting with my colleague Stu, and I’ll look into the ABC features you want more info on, too.”

• “Great! And I’ll flop in two daze about setting up a meeting with my collar stew and look into the a bee see feats ors you wanted morph onto.”

If you want your transcriptions to resemble the first example, then you’ll want to work with a CI vendor who has built and trained their AI models  

and algorithms in-house with domain experts. That approach ensures that the AI is trained on sales and customer conversations (not random samples),  

so that  the CI solution can return far more accurate transcripts.



Most revenue teams decide to adopt CI when they’ve reached a certain level of maturity,  

be that their employee count, funding round, or organizational complexity. While there’s no  

hard-and-fast rule for when it’s time to invest in CI, we’ve generally seen revenue teams do  

so when they hit two or more of the following criteria: 

• Four or more frontline reps 

• Teams spread across at least two locations and/or working remotely

• Various roles to support, including account executives, customer success,  

sales development reps, or solution engineers 

• Experiencing or expecting high-growth rates with rapid onboarding needs

• A strong reliance on your CRM system for accurate data and forecasting 

• Multiple products and fast release cycles

• A desire to bring the VOC into every part of the organization

Now that you have a better sense of what to look for in a  
CI solution, and what to expect from a vendor, let’s take a look at 
why Chorus may be just the right fit for your Revenue organization. 

When is the best time  
to invest in CI?
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Even the sales enablement analysts  

at Gartner, note in their recent market guide  

that adopting CI early is a smart strategy:

“ The impact of conversation 
intelligence is significant and 
should be implemented when 
teams grow to four or more 
sales reps. Between speed 
to value for sellers and their 
managers, ease of change 
management, user-generated 
best practice playlists, and 
the capability of closing 
the enablement feedback 
loop, invest in conversation 
intelligence early in a sales 
team’s growth.”

Source:  Sales Enablement Market Guide 2020, 
TOPO, September 2020.
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https://www.chorus.ai/lp/topo-sales-enablement-market-guide-2020


WHY CHOOSE  
CHORUS?
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The CI space is crowded and it’s getting harder to evaluate vendors. At Chorus, we focus on a few core differentiators and values that drive 
everything we do. In our humble opinion, these are the six reasons Chorus is an ideal match for your Revenue organization’s needs: 

6 Reasons to Choose Chorus

1. BEST-IN-CLASS AI 2. ENTERPRISE-GRADE PLATFORM 3. PERSONALIZED EXPERIENCES 
The Chorus platform is built on a proprietary 

foundation of unmatched data quality that 

trains our Best-in-Class AI models, helping 

you and your team to start making better 

strategic decisions informed by accurate and 

dependable insights. Based on regular testing, 

our transcription accuracy is consistently 15+% 

better than the leading cloud service providers 

and any of our competitors. If that’s not reason 

enough, we have 14 granted patents for our 

innovative AI, whereas our closest competitor 

only has two.

Whether you already are a global enterprise, 

or aspiring to become one, it’s imperative 

to have a solution that complies with all the 

latest security & compliance rules, while 

also giving the flexibility to set rules and 

permissions based on your team’s location 

and role. This is why Chorus has invested in 

building an Enterprise-Grade Platform that 

will pass all your requirements with ease. 

Our Personalized Experiences offer 

flexibility to meet your team’s unique 

needs to drive adoption and impact. Unlike 

other solutions, Chorus is built with your 

entire revenue team in mind, from BDRs 

to Account Managers, not only account 

executives; fitting right into your team’s 

day-to-day workflow. It also won’t take long 

for your frontline reps to start reaping the 

benefits of Chorus — it begins with their 

very first call.
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4. ACTIONABLE INSIGHTS 5. CONNECTED CI PHILOSOPHY 6. TRUSTED PARTNERSHIP 
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“ Our company strives for best in breed 
with our tech stack. Chorus definitely 
fits best in breed.”
Jim Johnson 
Enterprise Account Executive, Xactly Corp

Chorus surfaces Actionable Insights that can 

be personalized to meet the specific needs 

of your team and business and maximize your 

limited time. Many solutions only provide 

activity insights, whereas we’ll provide activity, 

skills and topic analytics tied to deal stage 

progression or outcome. Now that you no 

longer need to sift through hundreds of 

calls and mountains of notes to get insights, 

everyone can devote more time to higher-value 

activities for the business.

We pride ourselves on our Connected CI 

philosophy. We can empower your organization 

to harness CI insights where your team already 

works. Whether it’s seeing those insights  

directly in your CRM or sharing a snippet from  

a customer conversation via Slack, we’re here 

to help maximize the value of your captured 

customer interactions with flexibility and 

scalability to hit your goals. In short, we help 

you bring in the VOC to every team and 

decision, regardless of your tech stack.

At Chorus, we believe in building lasting 

relationships with our customers that are built 

on trust. To us, a Trusted Partnership means 

celebrating your wins with as much excitement 

as if they were our own. Chorus works to 

ensure our customers have continued success 

in using our technology — or and we welcome 

their input on how to keep improving it.
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If you made it this far, congrats! You’re no longer a CI novice. We hope you now have a better 
understanding of AI’s role in delivering CI insights, and a clearer vision of which CI platform will  
fit your needs. 

If you’ve decided to choose Chorus, feel confident that you will work with a company that’s truly 
different from other vendors in the CI space. We look forward to helping your revenue organization 
make the most of our unique technology, so that you can stand apart from your competitors and 
maximize your revenue while you’re at it.

Need a little more help stacking up the different solutions? 
We’re here to help. 

Contact us to speak one-to-one about why our CI technology  
is truly different from the rest. 

Chorus Ranked 
No.1 Conversation 
Intelligence Product
Chorus was recognized as the 
top-rated product in Conversation 
Intelligence by SoftwareReviews, 
a division of the research firm 
Info-Tech. Chorus led the pack 
against 11 other vendors across 
250+ reviews and was the standout 
leader in software experience and 
customer relationship. 

To learn more, download the 2021 
Info-Tech Data Quadrant Report: 
Conversation Intelligence report here.

https://www.chorus.ai/request-a-demo
https://www.chorus.ai/lp/info-tech-data-quadrant-report-conversation-intelligence


About Chorus

Chorus is the leader in Conversation Intelligence and an integral part of ZoomInfo’s (NASDAQ: ZI) 
leading modern go-to-market software, data, and intelligence for more than 20,000 companies 
worldwide. Founded in 2015, Chorus’ Conversation Intelligence Platform identifies and helps 

revenue teams replicate the performance of top-performing reps by analyzing their sales meetings. 
These insights serve as the foundation of an effective coaching strategy for sales and customer 
success teams and provide insight into the voice of the customer across the entire organization. 
Customers like Zoom, Mavenlink, Qualtrics, Adobe, TripActions, and GitLab ramp new hires to 
productivity 30-50% faster and see an increase in quota attainment from 20 - 100%. Chorus has 

offices in San Francisco, Tel Aviv, Boston, Toronto, and Salt Lake City.

https://www.chorus.ai/
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